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Introduction

• Reverse vaccinology refers to the discovery of potential vaccine candidates 
(PVCs) prior to experimental validation

• 1995-2001. Human Genome Project
• Rappuoli, Rino. Reverse Vaccinology Current Opinion in Microbiology 2000, 

3:445–450.
• Serogroup B Meningococcal vaccine candidate- Rappuoli and Craig Venter 

Institute develop first reverse vaccine
• Extended to Streptococcus A, Streptococcus B, Staphylococcus aureus, and 

Streptococcus pneumoniae
• Genome sequence of organism is screened for potential vaccine candidate 

genes- bioinformatics and computational biology approach to search for 
vaccine epitopes without traditional wet lab experiments



Reverse Vaccinology pipeline

• Select candidate genes and protein based on software prediction 
tools in immunoinformatics, immunoproteomics and reverse 
pharmacology

• Clone select genes in E. coli to create vaccine gene library

• Purify proteins 

• Add adjuvants to enhance immunogenicity

• Experimental animal trials conducted





Softwares used to screen pathogenic genes

• Vaxign is the first web-based vaccine design system that predicts 
vaccine targets based on genome sequences using the strategy of 
reverse vaccinology

He Y. 2010. Biomed Research International https://doi.org/10.1155/2010/297505





D’Mello, A., Ahearn, C.P., Murphy, T.F. et al. ReVac: a reverse vaccinology computational pipeline for prioritization of prokaryotic protein vaccine candidates. BMC Genomics 20, 981 
(2019). https://doi.org/10.1186/s12864-019-6195-y



Advantages

• Finding vaccine targets quickly and efficiently

• Does not require extensive wet lab experiments to screen several 
candidates. Can focus on validation of select suitable screened candidates

• Increased research focus for pathogenomics and pathoproteomics

• Led to Discovery of new genes example : pili in Gram positive cocci, 
complement binding proteins in Streptococci

• Web based software allow extensive research without need of 
experimental set up

• Reverse Pharmacology can be used to study vaccine dynamics upon 
delivery prior to clinical trails



Disadvantage

• Requires extensive genome sequencing and proteomics pipeline

• Requires computational tools and bioinformatics analysis pipeline 
development

• Currently targets protein targets. Polysaccharide antigens still used by 
traditional vaccinology


